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CONCEPT NOTE 

 

The predominant aim and objective of this seminar is to simulate intellectual 

discussion and engagement on three very alluring and fascinating concepts in 

Constitutional Law worldwide i.e. Constitutional Silences, Constitutional Fraud and 

basic structure constitutionalism.  

Constitutional Silences & Constitutional Fraud 

 

To begin with, silences of the Constitution are not, by the literal meaning of the 

term, mere gaps or omissions. As Professor Laurence Tribe describes: “What may 

be more commonplace is the proposition that constitutional silences, like silences of 

other kinds, aren't just occasional gaps or omissions in an otherwise-seamless design. 

They're everywhere and come in as many flavors and varieties as sounds. Ambiguity 

and multiplicity of meanings are in a sense manifestations of silence. There are as 

many reasons to be silent as there are to speak, and as many ways to hear meaning in 

the sounds of silence.”1 Every sentence, every phrase, is in part silent with respect to 

how a reader or listener is to go about attributing meaning to it-how narrowly or 

literally it is to be taken; what significance is to be attributed to what it excludes along 

with what it includes; how its context, both elsewhere in the same text and in 

preceding and comparable texts, ought to figure in what it conveys.2 

 

With the recent decision of the government to modify Art. 370 of the Constitution, 

‘constitutional fraud’ is a term which has surfaced ubiquitously across newspapers; 

blogs and scholarly articles. However, ‘fraud on the constitution’ is not an infant 

conception, but one that has prevailed in constitutional law since ages. To put it very 

simply, doing indirectly what one cannot do directly underlines the premise of a 

constitutional fraud.  

 

  

 
1 Laurence H. Tribe, Soundings and Silences, 115 Mich. L. Rev. First Impressions 26 (2016). 
2 See 2 THE COLLECTED PAPERS OF CHARLES SANDERS PEIRCE 135 (Charles Hartshorne & Paul 
Weiss eds., 4th prtg. 1978) ("A sign, or representamen, is something which stands to somebody for 
something in some respect or capacity"). 



 

Basic Structure Constitutionalism 

 

The power to amend the Constitution is not unbridled. The basic structure doctrine 

was evolved in the Kesavananda Bharathi case,3 which is now used to place a check 

on the exercise of constituent power by the Parliament. However, the doctrine is 

surrounded by lack of clarity as to its application. A perusal of case laws pertaining to 

the basic structure doctrine elucidates that basic features operate in 3 levels of 

abstraction - concept, facet, and conception. An 'alteration' of any of the three levels 

of abstraction would violate the basic structure of the Indian Constitution.   

 
3 AIR 1973 SC 1461. 
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